CAE Research Project Meeting Minutes
11/9/2020

- Participants
  - Dr. Waleed Farag (Project Director)
  - Dr. Soundararajan Ezekiel (Co-Director)
  - Cassandra Lefever
  - John Conlen
  - Alex Robbins

- Unanimously approved minutes for meeting on November 2, 2020
- Meeting start 5:05 p.m.
- Main Points
  - Alex and Cassandra
    - Draft paper for stage 1.2, sample screenshots of databases, generative adversarial networks
    - For Next Week: Look into adding more journal references to the paper, continue to look into GANs and virtual machines, and working on the paper
  - John
    - Downloaded and sorting through datasets, network traffic collection
    - For Next Week: extract a few columns through MATLAB to search for anomalies

- Adjournment 5:45 p.m.
- Next meeting will be held on Monday, November 16, 2020 at 5 p.m. via Dr. Farag Zoom room.